[Analysis of factors affecting reccurence and prognosis of superficial bladder cancer--study of 800 patients--].
The purpose of the present paper was to evaluate clinical factors responsible for recurrence and prognosis of superficial bladder cancer. We reviewed date from 800 patients who were initially treated between 1991 and 2000. Recurrent and prognostic factors were examined with univariate and multivariate analysis. Kaplan-Meier Method and log rank test were used for comparing the significance of recurrence free curve and survival curve. Cox's proportional hazard model was used for univariate and multivariate analysis. A 5% level of significance was used for all statistical testing. Of 800 cases 282 patients (35.2%) had recurrence and 27 patients (3.4%) were died in during follow up. Progression was defined as the development of muscle invasion or metastasis, progression were noted on 10 metastasis cases and 16 muscle invasion cases. Univariate analysis revealed that tumor numbers, shape, size, stage and grade were significant recurrent and prognostic factors. Multivariate analysis revealed that tumor numbers (P<0.0001), shape (P = 0.066) and size (P = 0.0178) were significant recurrent factors, and tumor shape (P = 0.0422), size (P = 0.0140) and stage (P = 0.0330) were significant prognostic factors. Of 272 recurrent cases, univariate analysis revealed that tumor shape, stage and grade were significant prognostic factors, and multivariate analysis revealed that tumor shape (P = 0.0164) and stage (P = 0.0017) were significant prognostic factors. We conclude that tumor numbers, shape and size are predictive value in recurrence and tumor shape, size and stage are predictive value in prognosis, and when recurrent case, tumor shape and stage are predictive value.